
Donkey Races 
- Set up an obstacle course (chairs/stools to jump over, a rope to duck under?) 
- Then gallop round and see who can be the quickest! 
- If you are feeling extra crafty, you could try and make a horse. Using a long 
tube (inside of wrapping paper?) and make a horse’s head by folding paper in 
a cone and sticking on one end.  
- Challenge: how crazy can you make your course?? Send us a video if you 
think you’ve got the best course! 
 

 

 

 

 
Palm Leaf Wreath  
- If you have a paper plate, cut out the inside to make a base ring. 
Alternatively cut out a ring from paper. 
- Draw and cut out a selection of small palm leaves (colour them green if you 
want). Also a few flowers, coats or a horse, be as creative as you want.  
- Then stick the leaves around your ring and add your decorations on top.  
 
 
Handprint Palm Leaf 
- Draw your handprint as many times as you can on a piece of paper (colour them green if 
you want. 
-  Then stick them side by side in a row, make to rows of hands.  
- Then stick the rows together, fingers facing out.  
- Finally add a stick at the one end, and a hand facing fingers out at the other end. 
- If you are feeling up for a challenge you could think of some of the names we call Jesus 
(King, Son, Saviour) and write them on your hands. 
 
 
 
Origami Cross 
- Cut a long strip of cardstock/craft paper, approximately 10-20cm width and close to 30cm 
or more in length. 
- Take the strip and fold it in the middle to form an inverted right angle/ an upside-down L. 
- Now take the vertical strip and fold that up. 
- Turn that reverse L over to form a 7 and then fold the vertical end over again. 
- Then take the horizontal end and fold it over. 
- Now when you look in the back you will notice you have made a small square pocket of 
sorts. 
- Take the horizontal arm and slide it through the pocket from the back, all the way to the 
end and gently tug at it to ensure its firm. 
-Now slide half the horizontal end to form one arm of the cross. 
-Take the other end and fold it in to form the second arm of the cross. (Make sure both arms 
are of equal length) 



-Now turn the cross over and take the vertical end of the cross and gently slip it through the 
pocket slit from the back. Leave as much of it on top as you would like and adjust the 
remaining through the slit to form the foot of the cross. 
-And there you have it, your paper Palm Cross is ready! 

 


